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I. Preliminary Remarks

We begin by stating some of the basic definitions and results in the 
theory of linear invariant families of locally univalent analytic functions.

Let L be the set of Mobius transformations of I) onto D where D
= {«: |2| < 1}.

Pommerenke [13] has defined a family of functions of the form /(2) 
= 2 + ..., analytic and locally univalent (/'(«) 0) in D to be a linear
‘nvariant family if and only if for each 0(2) in L and every f in M the 
function

(1.1) /[Ф(*)]-/[Ф(0)]
/'[Ф(0)]Ф'(0)

is also in Jf.
If Jf is a linear invariant family, then the order of J/ is defined in 

[13] as

(1-2) a = sup{)/"(0)/2|:/e 3f).

The order of a linear invariant family is always greater than or equal 
1° one. Let Ua denote the union of all linear invariant families of order 
al most a. Then the (universal) family Uo is itself linear invariant. If 
f(») = 2+ ... is analytic and locally univalent in D, then we may consider 
the linear invariant family Jf(/) generated by /(2); namely,

W) = Мф[/(2)]: 0(г)е£}.
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The order of /(«) is the order of the linear-invariant family which it ge
nerates. As an aid in computing the order of f(z), denoted order f, we 
have [13, p. 113]

(1-3) order f = sup|-z + (l-|z|2)/''(z)/2/'(z)[
zcD

= sup{|</"(0)/2|: ffe W)}-

Linear invariant families exist in great profusion in classical geometric 
function theory. The set $ of normalized analytic univalent functions 
is a linear invariant family of order 2. Normalized convex univalent 
functions, close-to-convex functions of order /?, and functions with boundary 
rotation bounded by Ten (denoted by Ffc) are linear invariant families 
of order 1, /J+l, and fc/2, respectively. On the other hand, the starlike 
univalent functions are not linear-invariant.

The family Uj is exceptional in that it is precisely the set of all norma
lized convex univalent functions while for each a > 1, Ua contains the 
function

(1-4>

whose order is a and which has infinite valence [13, p. 128]. Despite 
this gross discontinuity between the possible valence of functions in 
Ua, a > 1, and Uj, many properties are purely a function of the order 
of the linear invariant family rather than any intrinsic geometry of the 
family. For example, the radius of convexity of a linear invariant family 
of order a is always a —(a2—1)1/2 [13, p. 133].

II. Linear Invariance and the Functions G(r) and y(t).

In order to gain some control over the behavior of arg/'(«) for fe HI, 
we introduce the following:

Definition. Let 71/ be a family of normalized functions which are analytic 
and locally univalent in D. Then for 0 < r <1, let

(2.1) (7(r, 71/) = G(r) = sup max arg/'(z),
feM |s| = r

where the argument varies continuously from the initial value of nrgf'(O) — 0.

Lemma 2.1. For any linear invariant family HI

G(r) = — inf minarg/'(z).
AM |e|—r
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Proof. Let f(z) be in Jf, z and f in D and

/(«, f) = /Wi-ICI1) ‘

Since Jf is a linear invariant family, f(z, f) also belongs to Jit. If 2* 
= (2 + f) /(1 + £2) then a brief calculation shows that

(l-|s|»)/'(z,f)
1-|Z*|2 l + fz /'(2*)
1 —ICIa 'l+j/ /'(0 ‘

In particular, when 2 = — £ we have

(2.3) (1_|2|»)/'(_C,C) == [(l-ICI’W)]-1,

from which the lemma follows.
Since max {arg/'(2): |2| = r, 0<r<l} is a monotone increasing 

function of r, G(r) is also monotone increasing. In general, the supremum 
of monotone increasing piecewise analytic continuous functions need 
not be continuous. Nevertheless, G(r) is in fact continuous.

Theorem 2.2. Let Jit be a linear invariant family of finite order. Let 
Jit' denote the closure of M in the topology of uniform convergence on com- 
pacta. Let If (*) = {f(sz)ls: fe Jf and 0 < s < 1}. Then

(2.4) G(r, Jf) = G(r, Jf(*)) = G(r, M').

Furthermore, G(r) is a monotone increasing continuous function of r satis
fying

2arcsinr < G(r), 0<r<l.

Proof. Since G(r, M)^.G(r, JfA)andG(r, Jit) ^G(r, Jf(*)), to establish
(2.4) it will suffice to show that G(r, Jit') ^G(r, Jit) and G(r, Jf(*)) 
^G(r, Jf). Jf* is a compact linear invariant family. Hence there is an 
/(«) in Jf* such that G(r, Jit') = arg/'(r). Since Jf* is the closure of Jf, 
there is a sequence of functions fn from Jf which converges to f locally 
uniformly. Thus G(r, Jit) > limarg/^(r)(n->oo) = G(r, Jit'). To obtain 
the second inequality wo chose a sequence of functions fn from Jf(*) 
aud a sequence of points zn in D, |2„| = r, such that arg/,((2„)->G(r, Jf (*)). 
Since /;(2n) = g'n{snzn), gne Jit, 0< s„< 1, we have

swg/»^») < maxargg't(2) < G(r, Jf).
W-r

Taking the limit as n-*oo yields G[r,Jlt(*))^G(r, Jf) and completes 
the proof of (2.4).
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Since G(r) is monotone increasing, in order to establish the continuity 
of G(r) it suffices to show G(r~) > G(r+) for all r in (0, 1). We may assume 
3f is compact by (2.4). Choose fn in 3/ and rn^r such that arg/,'(rn) 
-^G(r+). By compactness there is an f in 3f such that arg/'(r) = G(r+). 
The continuity of arg/'(r) implies

G(r~) &Tgf'(r) = G(r+),

which concludes the proof of continuity.
If f(z) is any function in 3f, then g(z) = 2f(z/2) is in 3f (*) and satisfies

(l-z)g”(z)lg'(z) = (l-«)/"(«/2)/[2/'^/2)].

Consequently, lim(l — z)g"(z)lg'(z) = 0 as 2->l and, by theorem 3.14 in 
[14], the function z/(l + z) is in 3f(*)*. Since G(r, 3I(*)) — G(r, HI(*)') 
and maxarg2/(1+z) — 2arcsinr (|2| = r), we have

G(r) = G(r, 3f(*)) > 2 arcsinr.

Corollary 2.3. If 3/ is a linear invariant family then 

sup suparg/'(«) > n.
f(M ztU

Proof. If 3f is of finite order then this is immediate from Theorem 2.2. 
If 3f is of infinite ordei' then Theorem 2.10 shows that sup sup arg/'(2) 
is actually 00 which is certainly greater than n.

Corollary 2.4. If M is any linear invariant family of convex univalent 
functions, then G(r) = 2 arcsinr.

Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 2.2 and the fact that |arg/'(2)| 
< 2 arcsinr for any convex univalent function.

Kirwan [9] defines a family 31 to be rotationally invariant if whenever 
f is in 3f then f(tz)/t, 0 < |t| 1, / complex, is also in 31. The convex
functions, close-to-convex functions, Vk, 8, and U„ [1, Theorem 5] are 
examples of linear invariant families which are also rotationally invariant.

Theorem 2.5. 1/ 31 is a compact rotationally linear invariant family 
of finite order, then HI contains the function z/(X+z).

Remark. This places an immediate constraint on distortion results 
for families of this type.

Proof. If HI is compact rotationally linear invariant, then 31 = 31 (*) 
= 3f(*)* and the last part of the proof of Theorem 2.2 shows that 2/(1 +2) 
must be in 31.

For several well-known linear invariant families G(r, HI) can be de
termined explicitly. For the convex functions G(r) = 2 arcsinr, for close-
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-to-convex functions G(r) = 4 arcsinr, for functions in Vk G(r) = k arcsinr, 
for functions /J-close-to- Vk G(r) — (k +2/?)arcsinr [2], and for functions 
in A’ G(r) = 4 arcsinr if 0<r<l/j/2 while G(r) — jr + log[r2/(l — r2)] 
if 1/V2 < r< 1 [6, p. 115]. Theorem 2.2 indicates that we cannot deter
mine the linear invariant family Jf if we know G(r). However the following 
results show that G(r) does uniquely define the order of Jf.

Theorem 2.6. Let M be a linear invariant family of order a, let te (0, oo), 
r = tanht, and define

(2.5) y(t) s= (?(tanhZ)/2< = sup max (l/2/)arg/'(z).
ftM |2|=tanh<

Then
1) yW — —inf min (l/2<)arg/'(z).

fcM |s|«=tanh<
2) (t' + tjy^+t,) <1y(/1) + /2y(<2). 
e) lim y(t) =y(oo) exists.

<->OO
4) 0 :C y( oo) < y(t) a.
5) 0 < y( oo) < (a2 -1)1/2
6) y(t) is continuous in (0, oo) and limy(/) = a.

<-+0
7) Let a and y be real numbers with a> 1 and y in [0, (a2—1)1/2]. Then 

there is a linear invariant family of order a with y(oo) — y.

Proof. 1) follows directly from lemma 2.1. Let tk (k =1,2) be given 
in (0, oo), rk = tanhfj. and zk = rkeia. If r — tanh(/1 + /2) and z = re’6, 
then (zj +z2)/(l + ZiZ2) — z. Using z, zlf and z2 in (2.2) yields

which implies

(l-|Zil3)/'(*i,z2) 1-1*1*
' 1-I*2l2

/'(*)

/'(*2)

arg/'(z) = argf (zx, z2) + arg/'(z2) < 2tky(tj)+2t2y(t2).
Hence

2 (ti + t2)y{t1 +12) C 2/jp(D +2f2y(t2) 

which proves the second assertion.
The third claim follows immediately from (2) and a problem in Polya 

and Szego [12, Vol. 1, p. 17]. Furthermore, (2) implies y(nt) < y(f) for 
any integer n, thus y(oo) < y(t) for all t in (0, 00). Since r = tanht is 
equivalent to t =(1/2) log[(I + r)/(l — r)], the estimates [13, p. 126]

|log(l->|»)/'(2)| < alog[(l + r)/(l-r)] 
and

|arg/'(«)| (a2— l)1/2log[(l + r)/(l — r)] +2 arcsinr
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immediately yield y(t) < a and y( oo) (a2 —1)1/2, which completes the
proof of (4) and (5).

The first part of (6) follows from Theorem 2.2. From (4) we have 
y(t) < a for all /; thus the remainder of (6) follows upon showing that 
as lim inf y(t) a. As in Theorem 2.2 we may assume that Jf is
compact and choose an f in M such that /"(0)/2 = a2 = a. Thus for s 
sufficiently small,

arg/'(«) = arg(l+2«2z + 0(«a))
and

maxarg/'(«) = arcsin[2a2r + 0(ra)].
,e|-r

Consequently

...y(t) = sup max ——— 
ftM |2|=tanh(

arcsin[2a2r+0(ra)]
log[(l+r)/(l-r)]

and

liminfy(Z) > lim 
t-*0+ r->0+

arcsin [2a2r + 0(r2)] 
log[(l + r)/(l-r)]

= a2 = a.

Since (7) is trivial for a — 1, we may suppose that a > 1 and choose 
any number y in [a, (a2 —1)1/2]. Let

0 = a(a2-l-/)(<? _l)-1/2+iy,

and consider

(2.6)

Then the order of fc(z) is [4, Theorem 2.1]

~ {!«!’ +1 + [(! “ MV +4/]1/2}1/2,
12

and a computation shows that this reduces to a. Thus to prove (7) it 
suffices to show that y( oo) = y for the linear invariant family M generated 
by fc(z). For any 0(z) in L we have

in?i;[/c(z)] = in[/;(0(z))0\z)//;(0(o))0'(o)i.
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Letting c — a ]- iy,

arg^L/ct«)] = yin
(l+0(«)) (l—0(0))

+(a +l)ar /1+«W ;g I ——* ll+0(0)/(1-0(3)) (1+0(0))+(a-l)arg^—-2arg(l + £s).
If 3 = re'0, then

|{[1 + 0(3)][1 - 0(O)]}/{[(1 - 0(3)] [1 + 0(O)]}| < (1 + r)/(l -r) 

and thus

(2.7) argX[/„(3)] < yln[(l + r)/(l-r)] + |a+l|7i + |l_a|?r + 7i
+ yln[(l+r)/(l — r)] + (2a+3)Tt.

On the other hand

(2.8) arg/^r) = yln(l+ r)/(l — r),

hence (2.7) and (2.8) yield

y < G(r, >)/ln[(l + r)/(l -r)] = y(4) <y 4
(2a +3)jr 

i

which shows that y(°o) =y and completes the proof of the theorem.

Corollary 2.7. Let M be a linear invariant family of order a. Then <?'(0+) 
always exists and satisfies G'(0+) = 2a.

Proof. We have

G'(0+) = lim
r->0+

G(r)
= lim

r->0+

ln[(l+r)/(l-r)] <7(r)ln[(l+r)/(l-r)]

+

= 2lim y(<) = 2a. 
r->0+

Pommerenke’s best estimates [13] on arg/'(s) for /(3) in Ua are

/• / Q2  1 If
|arg/' (3)K 2 —---- -— dx < (a2 —1)1/2log-------- (-2 arcsinr

J 1— xr 1— r0
while, for any 3 in D, there is an/(3) in U„ with

(2-9) |arg/'(3)| > (a2 —l)1/2log[(l+ r)/(l — r)].

One might therefore conjecture that for Uu, G(r) is either 

(a2—1)1/2.log[(1 +r)/(1 — r)] or (a2 —l)V2log[(l + r)/(l — r)] +2 arcsinr.
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Neither conjecture is true for any a>l since in the first case G'(0) 
= 2(a2—1)1/2 2 a, while in the second. G’(0) = 2[(a2 —1)1/2+1] y 2a.
This suggests that it should be possible to improve (2.9) and it is.

Theorem 2.8. For each ain (1, oo) and for each z satisfying 0 < \z\ < 1/a, 
there is an f(z) in U„ with a,rgf(z) > (a2 —l)1/2log[(l+r)/(l — r)].

Proof. Since Ua is rotationally invariant we may assume z = r, 
0 < r < 1/a. Let

fr(z) = J(l + we")o-1(l-we-“)-°-1dw 
o

where A = arc cos r. The function fr is in V2a since it is generated by the 
measure with weight a -1 at 0 = A and weight a+1 at 0 = —A. Further
more, arg//(r) = 2a arcsinr. Since V2a <= U„, it now suffices to show 
that

2a arcsinr > (a2 —l)1/2log[(l + r)(l — r)] 

for 0 < r < 1 /a. An elementary calculation shows that

h(r) — 2a arcsinr —(a2 —l)1/2log[(l + r)/(l — r)]

is a strictly increasing function of r, re (0, 1/a), and, since h(0) = 0, 
this completes the proof.

A careful examination of Pommerenke’s proof that

|arg/'(«f)| <2 f -x?fV2(l-a?r'dx,
0

|z| = r, /e U„, leads one to consider

f(z) — Jexp^2iJ (a2 — ar)1/2(l — ar)_1(i»jdw 
o o

as a possible extremal function for the maximum of the argument of the 
r

derivative. Indeed, in this case arg/'(r) = 2/(a2 — af“)1/2(l — x2\~'dx which 
o

would certainly make it extremal. Unfortunately, f(z) is not in Ua. This 
is difficult to verify directly from the definition of the order of f(z)‘, how
ever, if we note that (1 — z)f" (z)/f (z)->i(a2 —1)1/2 as 2->l in any angle, 
then f has as a limit function [14, Theorem 3.14]

fc(z) = (l/2c){[(l+s)/(l-«)]c-l},

c = — 1 + i(a2 —1)V2. Furthermore, the order of fc(z) [4, Theorem 2.1] is 

p = [a2+l+(a4+2a2-3)1/2]1/2/I/2.
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A computation shows that fi > a for all a > 1. If M is the linear invariant 
family generated by/(z), then /c.(z) is in If and, since orderJf = order Jlf*, 
it follows that order/(z) > order/c(z) ft > «. Consequently, f(s) is not 
in U„.

One fruitful method of investigation of U„ has been to place various 
normed linear space structures on X — (J U„ [3]. Following Hornich,

a>l

we define an addition and a multiplication on the set of normalized locally 
univalent analytic functions in D as follows:

[/ + ?](«) =//'(")?'(") <*" (/,0«X),
0

[«/](«) = f [/'(")]“<*« (/eX, areal)
o

where square brackets denote the algebraic operations on X.

Theorem 2.9.^Tf f is in X and a is real, then

(2.10) l«ly/(<») = y[o/](«’)»
where yg(°o) denotes the value of y(oo) for the linear invariant family Mg 
which g generates.

Proof. We actually show that

(2.11) II«lrz(O — y[aZJ(0l <n\a-l\/2t,
from which (2.10) is obvious. For any 0(z) in L and any r in [0,1] a com
putation shows

|a| jarg/i;i/(z))| = |argX([a/](z)) + («-l)arg{0(z)/0'(O)}|

< |arg/i;([a/](z))|+|a-l|7r,

where we have used the fact that 0(z) in L implies 0(z) is of the form 
0(z) = e’s(z + £)/(l +Jz) and therefore 0'(z)/0'(O) = (1+ £z)-2, hence 
|arg{0'(z)/0'(O)}|<jt.
Therefore

l»l |argzl^(/(«))j ^G(r, Jf(afl) + |a-l|ji
and consequently

\a\G(r, M,)^G(r, M[af]) + \a-l\„.
Upon reversing the roles of f and [a/], we obtain

||a|G(r, M,)—G(r, Jf[a/])|< |a —l|jr 
from which (2.11) follows directly.
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It is perhaps appropriate to remark at this stage of development 
that a function similar to y(t), was introduced by Pommerenke 
for the study of the distortion of |/'(2r)| in linear invariant families. To 
his conclusions [13, Theorem 2.2] one can add the facts that /?(/) is con
tinuous, lim/?(/) = a and for each ft in [1, a] there is a linear invariant

/-»o+
family 34 with /Î ( oo) = 0. There are several differences in the behavior 
of /?(<) and y(t). Although (i(t) may he constant, y(t) cannot be constant. 
This is obvious since y(oo)< y(0). The function y[a/)(oo) is homogeneous 
in |a| while ^[a/,(oo) is not. Finally, Pommerenke was able to characterize 
compact linear invariant families of order a for which /? ( oo) = a ; these

were those families containing the function

In would be of interest to obtain a comparable proposition concerning 
the function y(t).

We have previously mentioned that G(r) = k arcsinr for the linear 
invariant family Vk. We have also seen (Corollary 2.4) that (?(»•, 34) 
= 2 arcsinr for any linear invariant subfamily 34 of V2 (the convex 
univalent functions). Nevertheless, the boundary rotation of a linear 
invariant family 34 of Vk, k > 2, is not enough to determine G(r, 34) 
for either small or large values of r. For example, let f(z) be a close-to-con- 
vex univalent function with boundary rotation IOOtt (such a function 
is easily constructed). Let 34 be the linear invariant family generated 
by /(^). Then G(r, 34) does not behave as 100 arcsinr for either small 
or large values of r. In fact since M consists of close-to-convex functions, 
we know that G(r, M) < 4 arcsinr, 0 r < 1. This shows that G(r) need 
not depend simply on the boundary rotation of a linear invariant family.

We know (Corollary 2.7) that C?'(0+) is intimately related to the order 
of the linear invariant family generating G(r). If

G(l) =lim(?(r) = sup sup arg/'(z) 
r->l fcM |e|<l

is finite, then C?(l) is also related to the order of the linear invariant family 
generating G(r). We can obtain a relationship between <?(1) and the order 
of 34 by utilizing the class /£(/?) of generalized close-to-convex functions 
of order ft examined by A. W. Goodman [7]. A function f in X is in

if for each rin [0,1) and each pan- 0, and 02, 0^:01< 02^.2n, 
we have

®2

(2.13) f He[l + reief"(reie)/f'(reie)]dd^ -jfor;
®i

equivalently if there is a nonzero complex number C and a normalized 
convex univalent function 0(2) such that for z in D

|arg{e/'(»)/<P'(«)}l<^/2.
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Theorem 2.10. Let M be a linear invariant satisfying

sup sup arg/' («) = (in < oo. 
f(M |«|<1

Then M is contained in the linear invariant family K(({). Furthermore, 
|arg/'(«)| 2(/l+l)arcsinr. Finally, if a = order Jf, then a is finite
and satisfies 1 a < /? +1.

Proof. We show that Jf is in K(fi) but is not in K(Jl—2) (when f) > 2). 
Let zt = ret9« and z2 — reiB'2, 0 < 0t < 02 < 2n. Then

»2

f Re[l+™V7™*)//W’)W = arg[^/'(^)/^/'(^)].
«i

Since Jf is rotationally invariant the minimum value of the above integral 
over Jf depends only on r and 62 — 0l. We therefore set 0 — 02 — and

Since
J(r, 6) = inf {arg [«2/'(«:2)/«J'(«,)]: fe M}.

(£<>> Sl) J

where we define by f0 = (z2 — Zi)/(1 —z, z2), we see that

(2.4) A(r,O) =2 arc cot cot(|0)] +inf arg/'(f0, zf).

Because of the linear invariance of Jf,
inf [arg/'(f0, zj :fe Jf] = inf[arg/'(f0) :/e Jf]

and hence by the hypothesis we have
(2 —> inf /!(»•, 0)> — (Ft.

I«l<i
Thus M is a subset of Jf (/?) but, for fl> 2, M is not a subset of K((i — 2). 
The remainder of the theorem now follows from well-known results for 
Jf(j5). Namely, order K(fi) = 0+1 and

|arg/'(z)| < 2 (0+1) arc sin |»|,/ in K(P).
Much better results are presented in Theorem 3.5, but under consi

derably stronger hypothesis.
Concluding this section we remark that Theorem 2.6 may be used 

to show certain families are not linear invariant. For example, as one 
type of generalization of Vk, Pinchuk [11] let Vk denote the class of 
functions in X which satisfy

2jt

sup I |Re[eu(l +rei6f'\reiB)/f'(reie))]\dO = kncosA,
0<r<l o
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& > 2, |2| < n/2. One can show that

a = sup{«2: /e F*} =fc|l + <r2"|/4

while y(oo, y*) > (fc+2)|sin22|/4. It is easy to see that the inequality 
y( oo) < (a2 —1)1/2 is not valid for various values of A and lc and hence, 
by Theorem 2.6, for these values of 2 and k, V* cannot be a linear invariant 
family. We conjecture that is linear invariant if and only if 2 = 0.

III. (7 (r) and the Radius of Close-to-Convexity

The radius of close-to-convexity of a family is useful in that it pro
vides an upper hound for the radius of starlikeness and a lower hound 
for the radius of univalence. In this section we place additional restrictions 
onG(r) and are thereby able to determine the precise radius of close-to-con
vexity of various linear invariant families. All known examples of G(r) sa
tisfy the conditions we assume and we are thus able to obtain previously 
known results as corollaries.

Theorem 3.1. Let M be a linear invariant family of order a, a> 1. If 
G'(r, M) exists for each r in [0, 1) and if for each fixed q in (2a/(l + a2), 1) 
the equation
(3.1) G'(r) = 2(e2-r3)“1'2

has a unique root rg within [0,1), then the radius of close-to-convexity of 
M is o0[l+ (1 — Po)1/2]-1 where

(3.2) o0 = supj^e (2a/(l + a2), l) : 2 arcsin(rB/g)-<7(re) >—ji}.

Proof. Let z2 = eiBgn I^lI — (0, 2?r) and set

J(r, 0) = inf argfo/'C^/Zi/'^i)]- 
/(if

The radius of close-to-convexity of M is the supremum of all r in [0,1) 
such that d(r, 0) > — for all 0c(O,2ji), [8]. We may assume M is 
compact since the radii of close-to-convexity of M and Jf * are the same. 
As in the proof of Theorem 2.10, we have

(3.3)

= 2 arc cot

[71 —r2\ °icot —L\i+^2/ 2 J

[71—r2'
cot —1 2 J -G(ICol

where |f0| = r[2(l —cos0)/(l —2racos0 + r*)]1/2. The compactness of JT 
implies that for any Zj and z2 there is an/in M for which arg[z2/' (z2)/zi/' (z,)]
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= J(r, 0). We wish to find the minimum of J(r, 0) for fixed r. Upon 
differentiating Zl(r, 6) with respect to 0 we obtain

(3.4) 8)
1-r4

1— 2r2cos0 + r4

sine
[2(1 — cos 0)]1/2 (1 —2r8cos0 + r4)1/2

x

4

Since we are only interested in a minimum, and because G'(lfol) 6, 
we need consider Oe(ti,n). Letting q = 2r/(l + r2) and noting that

sin0 1 p2-|folal1/2
[2(1 — cose]1'2 eLi —ICol8J ’

the inner factor of (3.4) can be written as

(3.5) A(iCol) = i-jG\O[e2-|f0|2)1/2.

Since f(z) is starlike, and hence close-to-convex for all r in [0,1/a], [13, 
p. 134], we need only consider r in (1/a, 1) or, equivalently, q in (2a/ 
1(1 +a2), l). As Ovaries from 0 to n, |f0| varies from 0 to n. Our hypothesis 
guarantees for each n in (2a/(l + a2), 1) that A(|£ol) has exactly one root, 
denoted by re, within the interval [0, g]. (Note that we do not require 
the continuity of G' nor do we postulate anything about the number 
of or lack of roots of li in (g, 1)). It is easy to verify that this value re 
yields a minimum for d(r, 0). From

= rre
2(1 —cos 0e) T/2 

1—2r2cos0e + r4J ’

it is easy to deduce by a half angle formula that

Consequently,

Thus,

(3.6) A(r) — inf A(r, 0) = 2 arccot 
e

= 2 arcsin(re/g)-G(re),

2 — Annales
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and, by compactness, there is a function f in M for which arg [z2f'(z2)/«i/'^i)] 
= J(r)- Since J(r) is a decreasing functions of rand p =2r/(l-|-r2) 
is equivalent to r = p[l + (1 — £2)1/2]-1, the radius of close-to-convcxity 
of Jf is p0[l + (1— <?o)1/2]1 '«’here q0 is the supremum of those p's in 
(2a/(l + a2), l) for which

2 arcsin(re/p)-G(rc) > —

This completes the proof of the theorem.

Corollary 3.2. For each p in (4/5, 1), let re denote the unique solution 
in (0, p) of

r6 -2r4 +2^ - p2 = 0.

Then the radius of close-to-convexity of 8 is p0[l +(1 — f?o)1/2]—\ where 
p„ is the unique solution of

2 arc6in(re/p)-log[r|/(l-r2)] = 0.

Proof. S is a linear invariant family of order 2 and G(r) is 4 arcsinr 
if and Tr + log[r2/(l -r2)] if l//2<r<l [6, p. 115]. If
pe (4/5,1), then there is a solution to

(3.7) (?'(r) = 2(p2 — r2)-1'2

only if r > 1/F2 and these solutions are roots of

p (r) = r6 —2r4 +2^ — p2 = 0.

Since p(0) = — o2 and p(p) = p2(p2—l)2, there is at least one root in 
(0, p). However, q(t) =p(yt} = f3 —2t2+2< — p2 is monotone increasing 
and therefore there is only one root of (3.7) in (0, p) and it is denoted by re. 
The remainder of the corollary now follows from Theorem 3.1 upon recal
ling that J(r)-> —oo as r->l for $.

Corollary 3.2 was first proved by Krzyz [10] who expressed his solution 
in a slightly different form. It is easy to see Krzyz’s result agrees with 
ours. We need only show that if 9e is the root of r6 — 2r4 +2r2 — p2 = 0, 
then

is a root of
X3 — AX2 + A2X — A = 0

where A — (l + r2)/(l —r2). If we notice that we can rewrite x as J.(l —r^) 
(by using 3.7) and if we use the fact that A2 = (1 — p2)“1, then it is a routine 
verification that x is indeed a root of X2 — AX2 + A2 X — A = 0.
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Corollary 3.3. If M is a linear invariant family for which G(r) — 2a arcsinr, 
Ihen the radius of close-to-convexity is 1 if 1 < a < 2 and p0[l + (1 ~ Po)*'2]-1 
where q0 is the unique solution of

. Ia*e*-iy12
2 arc sin -----------1 —2 arc Kin ---------- 1 =

\«2e2-(?7 \ «*-1 /
if a > 2.

Proof. Since for G(r) — 2a arcsinr the solution of 

G'(r) = 2(e2-r2)1/2

— iz

IS

re = [(a2p2—l)/(a2—1)] 1/2

the radius of close-to-convexity is p0[l + (1 — £?o)1/2] 1 where q0 is the 
supremum of those p’s in (2a/(l+a2), 1) for which

, , > . / a2p2-l V'2 . /a2p2-l\1/2h(g) =2 arcsin ——----- -2a arcsin —-—— > -n.
\ a2p2-p2/ \ a2—1 I

However, lim h(g) — n — na and A(p) is monotone decreasing in q for q
e->i

in (2a/(l [ a ), 1) • 1 hus for any a, 1 a 2, h ( 1J — n and the radius 
of close-to-convexity is 1.

Corollary 3.3 yields the radius of close-to-convexity for functions 
in Vk, functions /3-close-to-convex, and functions /3-close-to- Vk [2], since 
G(r) for the above classes is & arcsinr, (2/3+2) arcsin r, and (2/3+ fc) 
arcsinr, respectively. The radius of close-to-convexity of Vk had been 
determined previously by Coonce and Ziegler [5].

Corollary 3.4. The radius of close-to-convexity for Ua, ro, is greater than 
or equal to p0[l + (1 — po)1/2]-1 where p0 is the unique solution in (2a/(l +a2),l) 
of

(3.8) 2 arcsin(fti/p) —2 J (a2 — a52)1/2(l — ®2)-1da; = — «
o I

where co e= (p2a2—l)(p2 + a2—2)]1/2. Furthermore, lim inf ara >/3, where 
fi is the unique root of the equation a_>0°

(3.9) arccot[4/32-l)-1/2]-[(4/32-l)],/2 = -ji/2.

in the interval [tt/4, jt/2]. (/3 is approximately 1.4858).

Proof. If G(r, M) < F(r) and F(r) is a function satisfying the conditions 
of Theorem 3.1, then an examination of the proof of Theorem 3.1 shows
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that the radius of close-to-convexity for M is at least <?0 [1 + (1 — eo)1/2] 1 
where

o0 = supjoe (2a/(l + a2), l): 2 arcsin(re/g) -F(rc) > -ti}.

In the case -If = Ua we may let F(r) = 2j\a2 — x2)112 (1 — x2)”1 dx and 
0

note that re is [g2a2—l)/(g2 + a2—2)]1/2 for o in (2u/(1 + a2), l). The first 
conclusion follows as before. For large a the inequality 1/a < ra < 7r/(2a) 
follows from known results on the radii of starlikeness and univalence 
of Ua [13, p. 135]. In order to prove liminf ara it is sufficient to show

a—>oo

limap0[l + (1 — go)1/2]-1 = /?. 
a->oo

If On is any sequence such that

liminf a„eon[l + (l-9o„)1/2] 1 = P,H—>00

then it follows from (3.8) that

2 arccot(4/J2 —1)_1/2 —2(4/l2 —1)1/2 = -a

which is (3.9). Differentation shows that the left hand side of (3.9) is 
a monotone decreasing function with a unique root in [ti/4, ti/2] and 
thus limanpOn[l+ (1 —5on)1,2]_1 must exist.

Theorem 3.5. Let M be a linear invariant family of order a. Suppose 0(r) 
is bounded on [0, 1) and the unique solution rein(Q, q) of O' (r) = 2 (g2 — 
for o in (2a/(l + a2), l) tends to 1 as g->l. Then M is contained 
in the close-to-convex functions of order f) = O(l)n~1—l. Consequently, 
<?(r) 2G(1)ti_1 arcsinr, and as^0(l)n~l.

Proof. We actually establish that II is contained in the close-to-con- 
vex functions of order ft =G(1)ti_1—1 but not in the close-to-convex 
functions of any lower order. Thus the result is best possible. To establish 
this stronger claim it will suffice to prove that

inf inf A(r, 0) = — (0(1)/a — 1)te = n — 0(1).
re[O,l) 0«(O,2n)

Using (3.3) of Theorem 3.1 we see that

inf zl(r, 6) = 2 arcsin(re/g) — G(re).
0<(O,2n)
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Since q = 2r/(l + »'2), re->l as G is continuous, and inf{J(r, 0):
:0e (0, 2ti)} = 2 arccosr#/e —©(r,,) is a decreasing function of r, we obtain 

inf inf A(r, 0) = 2 arcsinl — (7(1) = n — G(l),
re[0,l) Ge(0,2n)

which completes the proof of the first part of the theorem. The latter 
claims follow from previously cited facts about

If the root re Theorem 3.5 tends to 12 < 1, then the salient conclusion 
is that

(3.10)

This condition can be used to show that no (?(»•) can be of the form G(r) 
— 2ar. If this were the case, then re = (a2 p2 —l)1/2/a->(a2 — l)1/2/a — R 
as p->l and (3.10) becomes 7ta < 2(a2—1)1/2 —2 arcsin [(a2 —l)1/2/a] + yr. 
However, a differentiation shows this last inequality is false for all a > 1. 
This shows that no linear invariant family can have G(r) = 2ar. It would 
be of interest to establish other positive and negative results on the pos
sible forms of G(r) for various linear invariant families.
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STRESZCZENIE

Praca dotyczy liniowo niezmienniczej rodziny HI rzędu a, wprowadzonej przez 
Pommerenke. W szczególności suma mnogościowa U„ wszystkich liniowo niezmien
niczych rodzin rzędu co najwyżej a jest również rodziną liniowo niezmienniczą. Autorzy 
otrzymują oszacowanie arg/'(^) w klasie Uaoraz znajdują promień prawie wypukłości 
dla rodzin liniowo niezmienniczych.

РЕЗЮМЕ

Работа пссвяшена линейно-инвариантному семейству М порядка а, введенному По- 
меренке. В частности, сумма Н„ всех линейно-инвариантных семейств порядка не боль
шего чем а также является линейно-инвариантным семейством. Авторы получают оценку 
arg f (2) в классе Uu а также находят радиус почти выпуклости для линейно-инвариан
тных семейств.


